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ABSTRACT

The underlying theory of most massive multichannel spatial sound reproduction systems assumes ideal,
e. g. free-field propagation characteristics in the listening room. The effects of non-ideal listening rooms can be
reduced by active listening room compensation. A very efficient realization of such a system is given by wave-
domain adaptive filtering. Here spatio-temporal signal transformations are used to transform the adaptation
problem into a highly reduced representation. However, the optimal transformation depends on the acoustic
properties of the listening room, which are in general not known a-priori. Practical implementations therefore
use listening room independent transformations. This paper evaluates the circular harmonics decomposition
as wave domain transformation. Its favorable properties are demonstrated by simulations and laboratory
measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION
The reproduction of spatial audio to large audiences re-
quires methods that go beyond conventional surround
sound systems with 5 or 7 channels. A true reproduc-
tion of recorded or virtual acoustic scenes in an ex-
tended area requires several ten to more than hundred
loudspeakers. These systems are called massive multi-
channel spatial sound reproductions systems. Frequently
used approaches are wave field synthesis (WFS) [1, 2]
or (higher-order) Ambisonics [3, 4]. Both approaches
are based on different mathematical representations of
wave propagation as given by the acoustic wave equa-
tion. However, these representations assume free field
conditions and are only valid in open space or in reflec-
tion free enclosures.
In practice, sound reproduction systems are located in
enclosures with non-negligible reflections. These reflec-
tions can be reduced to some extent by passive damping
methods, but they cannot be totally eliminated if the en-
closure shall remain an attractive listening environment
for the audience. Such an enclosure is called the listen-
ing room.
Since massive multichannel reproduction systems pro-
vide a large number of independent loudspeaker posi-

tions, it is feasible to use this system not only for spa-
tial reproduction but also for the active compensation of
unwanted reflections at the walls of the listening room.
A compensation effect can be achieved by appropriate
pre-equalization of the individual driving signals for each
loudspeaker. This approach is calledactive listening
room compensation.
It is not an easy task, since an exact cancelation of reflec-
tions requires the exact knowledge ot the room response
at all times. Temperature variations, opening or clos-
ing of doors, movement of persons in the audience, and
other influences produce constant changes to the room
response. Therefore active listening room compensation
requires to record the current state of the room response
by an appropriate configuration of microphones. Moni-
toring the listening room response in such a way is called
wave field analysis (WFA). In very general terms, a mas-
sive multichannel reproduction system with active listen-
ing room compensation consists of (1) an array of loud-
speakers, (2) an array of microphones, (3) an adaptive
system for the computation of the pre-equalized loud-
speaker driving signals.
The mathematical basis of the adaptive system is the
topic of this contribution. With some ten or more loud-
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speakers and an equal number of microphones, the re-
sulting multiple-input/multiple-output (MIMO) adaptive
system has paths in the order of thousands. Conse-
quently, traditional adaptation approaches are bound to
fail. A solution is to decouple the adaptation through a
transition into the so-called wave domain (wave domain
adaptive filtering, WDAF). This transition requires the
choice of a certain mathematical basis for the represen-
tation of the signals. This contribution evaluates the suit-
ability of thecircular harmonics decompositionfor this
purpose.
Section 2 presents the aspects of active listening room
compensation mentioned above in more detail. Section 3
introduces performance measures for WDAF. The core
results of this contribution are given in Section 4, where
the circular harmonics decomposition is evaluated in the
context of WDAF.

2. ACTIVE LISTENING ROOM COMPENSATION
A first approach to active listening room compensation
would be to analyze the reproduced sound field in the lis-
tening area with microphones and to infer compensation
signals from the microphone signals. Besides the high
number of loudspeakers used for massive multichannel
reproduction systems, an adequate analysis of the lis-
tening room influence also requires a quite high num-
ber of reference microphones. Since the acoustic prop-
erties of the listening room may change over time, the
compensation signals have to be computed using adap-
tive algorithms. Due to the high number of analysis and
synthesis signals, an adaptation of the compensation sig-
nals with traditional algorithms is subject to fundamental
problems [5].
Recently a novel approach to adaptive filtering for mas-
sive multichannel acoustic systems, wave domain adap-
tive filtering (WDAF), has been proposed [6, 7, 8]. This
approach explicitly considers the wave nature of sound to
overcome the fundamental problems of traditional adap-
tation algorithms within this context. The particular im-
plementation [6] of the active listening room compensa-
tion system considered in the sequel uses WFS for repro-
duction, WFA techniques for the analysis of the repro-
duced wave field and WDAF for an efficient adaptation
of the compensation signals.
The next sections will briefly introduce the concepts of
WFS, WFA and WDAF, and will propose an active room
compensation system for typical listening rooms.

2.1. Wave Field Synthesis
Wave field synthesis aims at reproducing the sound of

complex acoustic scenes as natural as possible. In con-
trast to other multi-channel approaches, it is based on
fundamental acoustic principles. WFS allows a physi-
cally correct reproduction of wave fields. In doing so,
WFS overcomes the limitations of the traditional multi-
channel systems like the “sweet-spot”. This section gives
a brief introduction into the basics of WFS.
The theory of WFS has been initially developed at the
Technical University of Delft [9]. The intuitive foun-
dation of WFS is given by Huygens’ principle. Huy-
gens stated that any point of a propagating wave front
at any time-instant conforms to the envelope of spheri-
cal waves emanating from every point on the wavefront
at the prior instant. This principle can be utilized to
synthesize acoustic wavefronts of arbitrary shape. WFS
has also a solid physical basis besides this more illustra-
tive description. The mathematical foundation of Huy-
gens’ principle is given by the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz in-
tegral [10].
In order to arrive at a practical implementation several
simplifications with respect to the theory have to be per-
formed. These may lead to artifacts in the reproduced
wave field, as discussed in detail by [11, 12, 13]. From
the artifacts of WFS only spatial aliasing will be consid-
ered in the following.
Spatial aliasing artifacts emerge from the fact that a prac-
tical implementation of a WFS system can only be real-
ized by a limited number of loudspeakers placed at dis-
crete positions. Spatial aliasing limits the frequency up
to which a proper control is gained over the wave field.
Since active room compensation is built upon destructive
interference, its application is limited by spatial alias-
ing. The spatial aliasing artifacts and anti-aliasing con-
ditions for linear/circular loudspeaker arrays have been
discussed by [1, 11, 14]. In the following, it is assumed
that the spatial aliasing conditions are reasonable ful-
filled by the particular reproduction system and scenario
employed.

2.2. Wave Field Representations and Analysis
Active room compensation requires to analyze the repro-
duced wave field. In principle, microphones placed at
well chosen positions within the listening area could be
used for the purpose. However, it is much more elabo-
rate to use wave field analysis techniques to analyze and
represent the reproduced wave field. The following dis-
cussion will be limited to wave field representations and
analysis for two-dimensional wave fields as this is suit-
able for typical sound reproduction systems.
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A wave field can be decomposed into the free-field eigen-
solutions of the wave equation. These eigensolutions de-
pend on the particular coordinate system used. Common
choices for coordinate systems in two-dimensional space
are the Cartesian and polar coordinate system. The rep-
resentations of a wave field that are connected to Carte-
sian and polar coordinates decompose a wave field into
plane waves and circular harmonics, respectively [15].
The decomposition of an acoustic field into plane waves
decomposes an arbitrary wave field into a set of plane
waves from all possible directions [15, 16].
Of more interest within the scope of this paper is the de-
composition of an acoustic wave field into circular har-
monics. This decomposition is given as follows [15]

P(α, r,ω) =
∞

∑
ν=−∞

P̆(1)(ν,ω)H(1)
ν (

ω
c

r)ejνα+

∞

∑
ν=−∞

P̆(2)(ν,ω)H(2)
ν (

ω
c

r)ejνα
,

(1)

whereP̆(1),(2)(ν,ω) denote the expansion coefficients in

terms of circular harmonics,H(1),(2)
ν (·) the Hankel func-

tion of ν-th order of first/second kind,ω andν the tem-
poral and angular frequency ,r andα the radial and an-
gular coordinate of the polar coordinate system andc the
speed of sound. It can be shown thatP̆(1)(ν,ω) repre-
sents the expansion of an incoming wave field with re-
spect to the origin and and̆P(2)(ν,ω) the expansion of
an outgoing wave field [15]. The decomposition into in-
coming and outgoing waves can be used to distinguish
between sources inside and outside the measured area.
The expansion coefficients in terms of circular harmon-
ics P̆(1),(2)(ν,ω) and plane waves̄P(1),(2)(θ ,ω) are re-
lated to each other by a Fourier series [16].
Note that the evaluation of Eq. (1) requires access to
the entire two-dimensional wave fieldP(α, r,ω) to com-
pute the expansion coefficients. However, the Kirchhoff-
Helmholtz integral states that measurements taken at the
boundary of the region of interest are suitable to char-
acterize the wave field within that region. In a practical
implementation these measurements can only be taken
at discrete points on the boundary. This may result in
spatial aliasing if the sampling is not performed prop-
erly. Using the decomposition into circular harmonics
for circular microphone arrays provides an efficient wave
field analysis tool, as illustrated by [16]. It will be as-
sumed in the following that a circular microphone ar-
ray is deployed for the analysis of the reproduced wave
field, since circular microphone arrays have many desir-

able properties (e. g. constant characteristics with respect
to the angle of incident plane waves).

2.3. Active Listening Room Compensation us-
ing Wave Domain Adaptive Filtering
Active compensation of the listening room acoustics

can be performed by pre-equalization of the loudspeaker
driving signals with suitable compensation filters. The
adaptation of these filters by adaptive algorithms is sub-
ject to fundamental problems for massive multichannel
reproduction systems [5]. In the following, we will
shortly review the room compensation system for WFS
that was proposed in [6]. It is based upon the concept of
wave domain adaptive filtering (WDAF).
Instead of using the loudspeaker and microphone signals
directly to calculate room compensation filters a spatio-
temporal transformation of the respective signals into a
different representation is performed. This representa-
tion is termed aswave domainin the following. Opti-
mally, this transformation entirely decouples the MIMO
adaptation problem into a series of single-channel adap-
tation problems. The computational complexity of adapt-
ing the room compensation filters is reduced significantly
this way. Figure 1 shows a generic block diagram of the
proposed room compensation system. The transfer func-
tions from each loudspeaker to each microphone posi-
tion are combined in the listening room responseR(ω).
TransformationsT2 andT3 are designed such that they
jointly decouple the listening roomR(ω) and free-field
responseF(ω). As a consequence, the matrix of com-
pensation filters̆C(ω) can be decomposed into a set of
compensation filters, each acting on only one spatial sig-
nal component (diagonal matrix). The adaption of these
compensation filters is then performed independently for
each spatially transformed component. The number of
compensation filters that have to be adapted is lowered
significantly compared to the traditional approaches on
the one hand and the spatial correlations are removed on
the other hand. Thus, the complexity of the filter adap-
tion is highly reduced and the numerical conditioning
of the problem is improved. Please note, that nearly all
one channel filtered-x adaptation algorithms can be uti-
lized to adapt the compensation filters in the transformed
domain. The transformationT1 transforms the virtual
sourceQ(ω) to be auralized into its wave domain rep-
resentation. Suitable spatial source models, like point
source or plane wave propagation, can be prescribed for
the spatial characteristics of the source. However, it is
also possible to prescribe complex wave fields as desired
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of a room compensation system based on eigenspace/wave domain adaptive filtering. Vectors
are denoted by lower case boldface, matrices by upper case boldface variables. The temporal frequency domain for
vectors and matrices is denoted by underlining the respective variables. The wave domain is denoted by a wedge
placed over the symbol.

wave field.
The optimal wave domain representation is given by a
generalized singular value decomposition (GSVD) of the
listening roomR(ω) and free-field transferF(ω) matri-
ces [5]. Since the listening room transfer matrixR(ω)
will depend on the acoustic characteristics of the listen-
ing room, the optimal transformation will also. Since
the characteristics of the listening room are not known
a-priori or may change over time this optimal solution is
of more theoretical interest.
A practical solution can be derived by releasing the re-
quirement for an optimal decoupling of the adaptive sys-
tem. The basic idea of WDAF is to use fixed transforma-
tions that approximately decouple the adaptive system.

2.4. Circular Harmonics as Wave Domain
Transformation
The optimal choice for the transformed signal represen-
tation depends on the acoustic characteristics of the lis-
tening room. Two different wave field representations
have been introduced in Section 2.2: the decomposition
into plane waves and circular harmonics. Either repre-
sentation is a suitable choice for the wave domain as long
as the components of the representation will result only

in contributions of the same component after analysis.
Consider now typical listening rooms with a rectangular
shape a first approximation and their response to either
plane waves or circular waves.
The response to a plane wave of a certain angle then con-
sists in a mixture of plane waves with all kinds of differ-
ent angles. This means that the desired effect of decou-
pling is not achievable with plane waves in more or less
rectangular rooms.
On the other hand, the response to a circular wave de-
pends on the wave length. Since high frequencies can
be damped effectively by passive methods, active room
compensation can be restricted to low frequencies. For
the corresponding long wave lengths, scattering at the
corners of the listening room does not play a major role.
Therefore each circular harmonics component emitted
by a well designed WFS system will lead to reflections
which can be described mainly by the same component.
Consequently the desired decoupling effect will be more
exposed than for plane waves. This rough estimation
suggests that circular harmonics seem to provide a more
suitable choice for the wave domain representation than
plane waves. This assumption holds also for reverberant
rooms as long as the energy of other components than
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the emitted one is considerably attenuated. The follow-
ing section will specialize the generic concept of WDAF
to the use of circular harmonics for the signal represen-
tation in the wave domain.
To this end the transformationsT1, T2 and T3 intro-
duced in Section 2.3 are expressed in terms of circu-
lar harmonics. TransformationT1 transforms the vir-
tual source signalQ(ω), together with its spatial char-
acteristics, into its representation in circular harmonics.
The transformed signals are then pre-filtered by the room
compensation filters̆C. TransformationT2 computes
suitable loudspeaker signals from the pre-filtered trans-
formed signal components. The circular harmonics de-
composition, as given by equation (1), can be used for
this purpose. BlockT3 transforms the microphone array
signalsl into their circular harmonics representationl̆.
A suitable transformation for circular microphone arrays
was introduced in [16].

3. PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The WDAF concept relies on several properties of the
transformationsT1, T2 andT3 with respect to their abil-
ity to transform the MIMO adaptation problem into a
sparse representation. The circular harmonics represen-
tation is based on the free-field eigensolutions of the
wave equation. It therefore provides a perfect decou-
pling of the free-field transfer matrix but only an approx-
imate decoupling of the listening room transfer matrix.
Hence, it is sufficient to consider the properties of the
room transfer matrix in its various representations in or-
der to evaluate the performance of the circular harmon-
ics decomposition as wave domain representation. The
following performance measures are introduced for this
purpose:

Singular Vectors It was stated in Section 2.4, that
circular harmonics provide a reasonable basis for the
WDAF approach. An indication for the suitability of this
choice can be found by calculating the right singular vec-
tors of the room transfer matrixR(ω) (for the pressure
microphones) using the GSVD. The singular vectors will
be sorted by their descending singular values, hence by
their energy.

Energy compaction The ability of the different trans-
formed signal and system representations to compact the
room characteristics into less coefficients than using the
microphone signals directly will be evaluated by two

measures: (1) the energy of the elements of the room
transfer matrix and (2) the energy compaction perfor-
mance.
Four different representations of the room transfer ma-
trix are considered: the representation in the pressure do-
main, by plane waves, by circular harmonics and the op-
timal decoupling given by the GSVD. The first measure
is defined by calculating the energy of each spatial trans-
mission path. For its representation in the pressure do-
main (pressure microphones) the energy of the elements
of the room transfer matrix is defined as

E(m,n) =
1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
|Rm,n(ω)|2 dω , (2)

whereRm,n(ω) denotes them,n-th element of theM×N
room transfer matrixR(ω). Similar definitions apply to
the room transfer matrix in its plane wave and circular
harmonics representation yielding the energy representa-
tionsĒ(θ ,θ0) andĔ(ν,ν0). Here the variablesθ0 andν0

denote the reproduced plane wave with incidence angle
θ0 or circular harmonic with orderν0.
The energy compaction performance of the different
transformations is evaluated by the energy compaction
EC(i). For one particular room transfer matrix this mea-
sure is defined by calculating the ratio between the en-
ergy of the firsti dominant elements and all elements.
For this purpose the energiesE(m,n) are sorted in de-
scending order yielding the sorted elementsEsort(η).
Then the ratio between the energy of the firsti sorted
elements and all elements is calculated as follows

EC(i) =
∑i

η=0Esort(η)

∑MN−1
η=0 Esort(η)

, (3)

where 0≤ EC(i) ≤ 1. Equivalent definitions apply for
the transformed representations. The more energy is cap-
tured by the firsti elements the better the performance in
terms of energy compaction.
The energy of the elementsE(m,n) illustrates the dis-
tribution of the energy in the different transformed do-
mains, while EC(i) illustrates the ability of a transforma-
tion to compact the energy on few coefficients. The op-
timal wave domain transformation (e. g. GSVD-based)
would compact the entire energy onto the main diagonal.

4. EVALUATION OF CIRCULAR HARMONICS
DECOMPOSITION AS WAVE DOMAIN REPRE-
SENTATION
The performance of the circular harmonics decomposi-
tion, as wave domain representation, will be evaluated
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(a) Geometry of the multimedia laboratory (b) Simplified geometry used for the simulation. The dashed line
indicates the position of the rectangular loudspeaker array.

Fig. 2: Geometry of the measured/simulated listening room,loudspeaker and microphone array. The dimensions are
given in centimeters[cm].

in the sequel by considering two different WFS systems:
(1) a circular and (2) a rectangular one. The first setup
consists of a 48 channel circular WFS system with a ra-
dius of RLS = 1.50 m. The system is realized with 48
two-way high-quality loudspeakers. The second setup
consists of a rectangular WFS system. This system con-
sists of 60 loudspeakers placed equidistantly at a distance
of ∆x≈ 0.27 m on a rectangular contour with the dimen-
sions 3.50× 3.50 m. The distance of the loudspeakers
was chosen such to result in approximately the same spa-
tial aliasing properties as the circular WFS system. The
size and position of the loudspeaker arrays is depicted in
Fig. 2.
The WFA system used for analyzing the reproduced
wave field consists of 48 angular sampling positions with
a radius ofRmic = 0.75 m. The measurements were taken
at the sampling positions in a sequential fashion using a
stepper motor unit with a rod mounted onto it. Both a
pressure and a pressure-gradient microphone were used
for the measurements [16]. They were mounted at op-
posite ends of the rod (see Fig. 3) and the measurements
were post-processed to cope for the opposite positions.
The listening room chosen for the measurements was the

multimedia laboratory of “Multimedia Communications
and Signal Processing” at the University of Erlangen-
Nuremberg [17]. The laboratory has the dimensions
5.90×5.80×3.10 m(w× l ×h). The room is equipped
with a carpet, a damped ceiling and sound absorbing cur-
tains at all sides. The curtains have been removed fully
for the measurements. As stated in [13] elevated reflec-
tions can neither be compensated nor analyzed properly
by two-dimensional WFS and WFA systems. The floor
was therefore damped additionally by damping material
(see Fig. 3) placed below the WFS system. Figure 2(a) il-
lustrates the geometry of the multimedia laboratory. The
geometry of the simulated acoustical environment is a
simplified version of the multimedia laboratory due to
complexity considerations. The simulated geometry is
depicted by Fig. 2(b).
For the evaluation of the transformation the impulse re-
sponses from all loudspeakers to all (pressure/pressure-
gradient) microphones were measured/simulated, in or-
der to derive the required room transfer matrix. Figure 3
illustrates the measurement setup. The plane wave re-
flection factorRpw of the walls in the simulation was
varied fromRpw = 0. . .1 in ∆Rpw = 0.05 steps. How-
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Fig. 3: Setup used for the measurement of the listening
room transfer matrix. The gray curtains were removed
for the measurements discussed in Section 4.2.

ever, the results will only be shown for two cases: a free-
field scenario withRpw = 0 and a reverberant scenario
with Rpw = 0.8. The latter one approximates the acous-
tic characteristics of the multimedia laboratory (with all
curtains opened).
Both reproduction systems were numerically simulated
and the circular WFS system additionally measured in-
situ. The main benefits of using simulated versus real
acoustical environments are that the parameters of the
simulated environment can be changed easily in order to
simulate different scenarios and that practical aspects as
noise, transducer mismatch and misplacement can be ex-
cluded for a first proof of the WDAF concept.
All signals were captured at a sampling rate of 48 kHz
and then low-pass filtered to a frequency offLP = 650 Hz
in order to keep the spatial aliasing artifacts reasonably
small [14].

4.1. Simulated Acoustic Environment
The following section will evaluate the performance of
the circular harmonics decomposition as wave domain
transformation on the basis of simulated acoustical envi-
ronments for the circular/rectangular WFS system.
For an accurate simulation of the acoustic environment a
numerical simulation of the wave equation based on the
functional transformation method (FTM) is used [18].
The particular implementation utilized (wave2d) simu-
lates the wave propagation in two-dimensions [19]. This
method requires no spatial discretization and thus micro-
phones and speakers can be placed at their exact spa-

tial positions. This is not possible when using methods
which perform a spatial discretization, like e. g. the finite
element method (FEM).

4.1.1. Circular WFS System
The performance of the circular harmonics decomposi-
tion is evaluated in the sequel for the circular WFS sys-
tem by using the performance measures introduced in
Section 3.

Singular Vectors Figure 4(a) shows the absolute value
of the first eight right singular vectors for the free-field
case (Rpw = 0) and a frequency off = 80 Hz. The results
are similar to the angular basis functions of the circular
harmonics [15]. This conclusion is evident since free-
field propagation has been simulated and circular har-
monics match optimally to the geometry of the circular
WFA system in this case. In order to prove the suitabil-
ity of the circular harmonics decomposition for a typical
listening room, the singular vectors were also computed
for the reverberant case (Rpw = 0.8). These singular vec-
tors are shown in Fig. 4(b). It can be seen that they are
deformed to some extend compared to the circular har-
monics, however their coarse structure still matches the
circular harmonics quite well. The presented results in-
dicate that circular harmonics provide a suitable transfor-
mation for typical listening rooms.

Energy Compaction Figure 5 shows the energy distri-
bution of the room transfer matrix for the pressure mi-
crophones and its circular harmonics representation for
the two different simulated scenarios. Figure 5(a) shows
E(m,n) for the pressure microphones in the free-field
case (Rpw = 0). The direct path from the loudspeak-
ers to the microphones can be seen clearly. Figure 5(b)
showsĔ(ν,ν0) for the free-field case. Almost all energy
is compacted onto the main diagonal elements by the cir-
cular harmonics representation of the room transfer ma-
trix. Please note the different scales used for the results
shown. For the free-field case all energy in the circular
harmonics domain should be compacted onto the main
diagonal. However, some off diagonal elements with
very low energy are also present in Fig. 5(b) due to alias-
ing and truncation artifacts present in the analyzed wave
field and numerical errors in the free-field simulation.
Figure 5(c) and 5(d) show the energy distributions for
the reverberant case. The reflections of the loudspeaker
wave fields at the walls of the listening room can be seen
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Fig. 4: Absolute value of the first eight right singular vectors (f = 80 Hz) for the simulated circular WFS/WFA system
sorted by their descending singular values (top left to bottom right). The singular vectors for two different plane wave
reflection factorsRpw off the walls of the simulated room are shown.
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(c) pressure domainRpw = 0.8
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Fig. 5: Energy of the room transfer matrix of the signals captured by the pressure microphonesE(m,n) and in the
circular harmonics domain̆E(ν,ν0) for the simulated circular WFS/WFA system. The two rows showthe results for
different plane wave reflection factorsRpw at the walls of the simulated room.
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Fig. 6: Energy compaction performance EC(i) for the different representations of the room transfer matrix for the
simulated circular WFS/WFA system. Shown are the results for Rpw = 0.8

clearly in Fig. 5(c). Figure 5(d) shows the energy of the
room transfer matrix represented in circular harmonics.
As desired, the main diagonal elements represent a ma-
jor portion of the energy. The off-diagonal elements are
a result of the reverberant enclosure.
Not only the performance of the circular harmonics in
terms of energy compaction towards the main diagonal
is of interest, but also its performance to represent the
listening room by as few coefficients as possible. This
can be measured by the energy compaction of the dif-
ferent representations. Results for the reverberant case
are shown in Fig. 6: energy compaction according to
Eq. (3) for the room transfer matrix in the pressure
domain EC(i), in the plane wave decomposed domain
ĒC(i) and in the circular harmonics domain̆EC(i) for the
simulated circular WFS/WFA system. The energy com-
paction of the optimal (GSVD-based) transformation is
shown for reference. It can be seen clearly that the circu-
lar harmonics representation of the room transfer matrix
compacts the energy much better than its pressure and

plane wave representation. It can be seen also that the
GSVD provides the optimal transformation in this sense.
The presented results indicate that the circular harmon-
ics decomposition is not the optimal transformation for
the reverberant case. However, the results also prove that
this transformation provides a quite reasonable approxi-
mation.

4.1.2. Rectangular WFS System
The performance of the circular harmonics decomposi-
tion is evaluated additionally for a rectangular WFS sys-
tem in order to illustrate its invariance with regard to the
geometry of the reproduction system.

Singular Vectors Figure 7(a) shows the absolute value
of the first eight right singular vectors for the free-field
case (Rpw = 0) and a frequency off = 80 Hz. The singu-
lar vectors for the reverberant case (Rpw = 0.8) are shown
in Fig. 7(b). It can be seen that they are deformed to
some extend in comparison with the circular harmonics,
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Fig. 7: Absolute value of the first eight right singular vectors (f = 80 Hz) for the simulated rectangular WFS/circular
WFA system sorted by descending singular values (top left tobottom right). The singular vectors for two different
plane wave reflection factorsRpw at the walls of the simulated room are shown.
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however their coarse structure still matches the circular
harmonics. As expected, the presented results indicate
that circular harmonics provide a suitable transformation
for the rectangular WFS system also.

Energy Compaction Figure 8 shows the energy distri-
bution and compaction of the room transfer matrix in its
different representations for the reverberant case. Please
note the different scales used for the results shown. Fig-
ure 8(a) showsE(m,n) for the pressure microphones and
Fig. 8(b) shows the energy̆E(ν,ν0) of the room trans-
fer matrix represented in circular harmonics. As desired,
the main diagonal elements in the circular harmonics do-
main represent a major portion of the energy. The en-
ergy compaction of the different representations for the
reverberant case is shown in Fig. 8(c). It can be seen
clearly that the circular harmonics representation of the
room transfer matrix compacts the energy much better
than its pressure or plane wave representation.
As for the circular WFS system, these results prove that
the circular harmonics decomposition of the room trans-
fer matrix provides the desired properties. This result is
evident since an optimally designed WFS system should
have no influence on the transformation used for WDAF.

4.2. Measured Acoustic Environment
Up to now, two-dimensional simulations of acoustic en-
vironments were used to evaluate the performance of the
circular harmonics decomposition as wave domain rep-
resentation. To get insight into its performance in real-
world applications, measurements have been taken from
the laboratory WFS/WFA system shown in Fig. 3. The
following section will discuss the derived results.

Singular Vectors Figure 9 shows the absolute value of
the first eight right singular vectors. Shown are the sin-
gular vectors for a frequency off = 80 Hz. The singular
vectors are quite deformed compared to the simulation
results shown in Fig. 4(b). However, their coarse struc-
ture is still equivalent to the circular harmonics. Reasons
for the deformations are measurement and ambient noise,
variations in the directivity and frequency response of the
microphones used compared to ideal omnidirectional and
figure-of-eight microphones and elevated reflections.

Energy Compaction Figure 10 shows the energy dis-
tribution and compaction of the room transfer matrix

in its different representations for the measured setup.
Please note the different scales used. Figure 10(a) shows
the energy distributionE(m,n) of the room transfer ma-
trix in the pressure domain. Figure 10(b) shows its en-
ergy distributionĔ(ν,ν0) in the circular harmonics do-
main. Here the main diagonal elements represent a ma-
jor portion of the energy. The off-diagonal elements are a
result of the reverberant listening room and the measure-
ment errors mentioned before. The structure of the en-
ergy representation in the circular harmonics domain is
quite similar to the simulation results shown in Fig. 5(d).
This indicates that the simulations can be used quite well
to predict the real-world performance.
The energy compaction of the different representations
for the measured room is shown in Fig. 10(c). The en-
ergy compaction performance of the circular harmonics
for the measured setup is only slightly lower than for the
simulated setup shown in Fig. 6.
Summarizing, the results obtained from the measurement
of the circular WFS/WFA setup prove that the circu-
lar harmonics decomposition of the room transfer ma-
trix provides the desired properties for the WDAF con-
cept. Hence, the circular harmonics decomposition is a
reasonable transformation for WDAF based active room
compensation in real-world applications.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In the context of massive multichannel systems, the con-
cept of WDAF provides a versatile framework for adap-
tive signal processing. It is based upon a combination
of principles from transform coding, wave propagation
and adaptive signal processing to improve the adaptation
process in terms of complexity and numerical stability.
However, a suitable wave domain transformation has to
be found for a particular adaptation problem. It has been
shown [5] that the optimal transformation is given by a
GSVD of the free-field and the actual room transfer ma-
trix. Since the room transfer characteristics are in gen-
eral not known or may change over time, wave domain
transformations which are independent from these trans-
fer characteristics are desirable. In general, such a data-
independent transformation will not provide an optimal
decoupling of the MIMO adaptive system. However, if
the transformation is chosen such to represent the mul-
tichannel adaptation problem by its main diagonal and
some additional off-diagonal paths then the adaptation
process will still be improved highly by the WDAF con-
cept.
It has been proposed to use the circular harmonics
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Fig. 8: Energy distribution and compaction of the room transfer matrix in its different representations for the simulated
rectangular WFS/circular WFA system. Shown are the resultsfor Rpw = 0.8.
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Fig. 9: Absolute value of the first eight right singular vectors (f = 80 Hz) of the measured circular WFS/WFA system
sorted by descending singular values (top left to bottom right).

decomposition as wave domain transformation for the
adaptation of acoustic massive multichannel systems
placed in typical rooms [6, 7, 8]. This decomposition
is based upon the free-field eigensolutions of the wave
equation. It therefore provides an optimal decoupling
of the free-field transfer matrixF(ω) but in general not
for the listening room transfer matrixR(ω). The ma-
jor benefit of using the circular harmonics decomposition
instead of a GSVD-based transformation for the WDAF
concept is its data independence.
This paper presented an analysis of the circular harmon-
ics decomposition in the the context of WDAF applied
to acoustic massive multichannel systems. This analysis
was performed by simulating and measuring combined
WFS/WFA systems placed in a typical listening room
and analyzing the resulting properties of the room trans-
fer matrix in the transformed domain. The results proved
that this special choice for the wave domain transforma-
tion provides the desired property of energy compaction.
Additional simulations performed within the course of
our research with different virtual listening rooms and
reproduction geometries revealed a similar performance
as presented here. This indicates that the circular har-

monics decomposition also provides a suitable transfor-
mation for other reproduction scenarios.
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